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Abstract-Using an explicit expression for the Laplace transform of the Brownian excursion area 
generating function, a numerical analysis gives moments, density, and distribution function. An asymp- 
totic formula is given for small argument. 
INTRODUCTION 
In [4] we found the following expression for the Laplace transform of the Brownian excursion 
area (B.E.A.) generating function: 
(,-,,_ l)E,e_,w~\~w~wl df _ 2*A:(2”au) _ 2* A:(O) 
m A;(2*a) - A,(O) 
(1) 
where X(U) = the standard scaled Brownian excursion; 2* =21’3 (to simplify notations); and 
Ai = the Airy function. 
Applications of B.E.A. can be found in queueing theory (see Cohen and Hooghiemstra [2]), 
valued path analysis (see Flajolet [3]), etc. . . These applications will be considered in another 
paper in preparation. The purpose of the present paper is to derive in Section 1 moments of 
the B.E.A., to invert in Section 2 the Laplace transform (1) and to obtain in Section 3 numerical 
values for density and distribution of B.E.A.. 
Similar work has been done by Shepp [7] and Rice [6] for the Brownian Bridge Area and 
Rice’s numerical techniques have inspired us in several occasions. Section 4 is devoted to 
asymptotic expansions of the density and distribution for small arguments. 
1. MOMENTS 
Abramowitz and Stegun [l] give us ((10.4.59) and (10.4.61)): 
1 1 
A,(z) -- z-i’4e-iT (- l)‘.~&~ 
2G 
IzI large, larg z)<n 
A,‘(z)- 
1 
- - 
2vG 
where 
co= 1, CL = (9,/(54%!) 
do= 1, d,= -$+ ck 
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Letting x= (2*a)-3’2, 5 = _f$Y(u)du and p. = E[e], we obtain from (1). after some simple manipu- 
lations, the following asymptotic equivalence for x & 0: 
Now let 
yn = (36ti)“p,T (2G 
(2) gives the recurrence relation: 
We obtain, for instance, PI =&/4, pz=5/ 12. Only these two values were known before (see 
Cohen and Hooghiemstra [2]). 
The following table summarizes the first 10 numerical values of p. (more precision is needed 
and used in following computations). 
2. LAPLACE TRANSFORM INVERSION 
Letting u=2*a, o = t/2* in (1) and deriving, we obtain, with +(z) = E[e-‘c], 
e~“W~~3’*)du = K _ A;(K) ? - 
2vG F-1 A,(u) . 
The zeros of A,(K) are simple and lie on the negative real u-axis, and the r.h.s. is 
--&+O(u-‘) larg u/<rr, I+=. 
K 
With Re(a)>O and z = V?k3’*, simple residues analysis gives 
+(z) = i VG exp[at(zlV?)z’3]z (3) 
where uk is the kth zero of A,(K). 
The first 10 zeros of A, are tabulated in Abramowitz and Stegun [ 11 on p. 478; they also 
give an asymptotic expression for a,, k> 10, in equations (10.4.94) and (10.4.105). 
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Another expression for 4 is given by its expansion 
4(z) = i( - l)“B,z”/n! (4) 
0 
After some comparisons. we have chosen (4) with six terms for /z/CO.35 and (3) with 40 terms 
for /:1~0.35 and /arg =1<3n/4. 
3. DENSITY AND DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION 
Let f and F denote the density and distribution function of B.E.A. They are given by 
f(x) =Im $ 6 e” $(z)dz 
i 
e- 1 
z +(z)dz= 1 _Im (6) 
Following Rice [6], we change the path in (5) to 
z = vliw - v + iv (7) 
with v = 1 lx exp[y - Ke-P], ye( - ~4, + “) (see Rice [5] for detailed justifications). w must be 
chosen so that integrand in (5) decreases rapidly and K is chosen so that dominant factors in 
the integrand equalize the ratio of convergence at y = 2 x. dz in (5) becomes 
- v(‘-““~ - 1 + i 
0 1 v( 1 + Ke-“)dy 
As y+ + x, the dominant factor in the resultant module of (5) is exp[ -e?] and, as y+ - CD the 
dominant factor in Zm of (5) is exp[ - @I, which suggests K= 1. 
For large Iz], the dominant factor in 141 is, from (3), 
exp 
[ 
aI _ ,,12/?1-cw-ll,w 
3 1 
In [6]. Rice uses w =3, which gives asymptotically a constant value for )$I. After some 
experiments, we have chosen w = 1.5 with K =0.75 which gives a lower I+/ in the critical zone 
around y= 1 .O. To integrate (5) numerically, we have used the trapezoidal rule for ye[ - 3.5, + 3.51 
with 4!=0.025 when ~-20.30 and dr=O.Ol for xCO.30. Another trial with routine DO1 AKF 
from NAG Library [S] lead to less C$ evaluations for x20.30. 
We also tried to change the path from (7) to z = ivliw - v + iv. The convergence was slower 
for small x. 
Some values of f are given in the following table 
x Ad x f(x) 
0.25 0.00114 
0.30 0.04549 
0.35 0.33037 
0.40 0.99109 
0.45 1.80426 
0.50 2.42955 
0.55 2.69799 
0.60 2.63014 
0.65 2.33507 
0.70 1.92968 
0.75 1.50380 
0.80 1.11391 
0.85 0.78817 
0.90 0.53445 
0.95 0.34809 
1 .oo 0.21812 
1.05 0.13166 
1.10 0.07663 
1.15 0.04303 
1.20 0.02334 
1.25 0.01222 
1.30 0.00619 
1.35 0.00303 
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To integrate (6), we found it easier to use instead 
F(x,) -F(x,) = fm 
with some well chosen xi so that we could retain the good decreasing rate of the integrand 
along path (7). Some trials lead to x1 =0.20 (also used in v), which gives the same precision 
as for f, and 0=2.0, ~=0.60, .vE[ -3.5, +3.5], d~=0.02. 
Some values of F are listed in the following table 
X F(x) X F(x) 
0.25 0.00001 0.85 0.91154 
0.30 0.00072 0.90 0.94430 
0.35 0.00859 0.95 0.96611 
0.40 0.04027 1.00 0.98005 
0.45 0.11030 1.05 0.98864 
0.50 0.21745 1.10 0.99374 
0.55 0.34719 1.15 0.99666 
0.60 0.48160 1.20 0.99828 
0.65 0.60642 1.25 0.99914 
0.70 0.71328 1.30 0.99958 
0.75 0.79906 1.35 0.99980 
0.80 0.86428 
4. ASYMPTOTIC FORMULA FOR f AND F 
For small x, we can obtain an asymptotic formula for f(x) by the method of steepest descents. 
As ]~]+a, the dominant factor in 4 is given from (3) by 
--VT% exp[a,(z/ti)2’3]z. (jarg ,I<:). 
Letting r=xe2, s=(z/i)“3T-“z, (5) becomes, with 6= -a,/2*(>0) and h(~)=is~--8i~‘~.s~ 
exp[rh(s)]3r3s5ds XLO. (8) 
Saddle points are given byh’(s)=O, i.e. S,=O and&=2613 i-lf3, withh(S,)=O, h(S?)= -4Z3/ 
27 = p, say. The steepest path at Sz are determined by Im h(s) = 0. 
Letting s = p + iq, p? = Re(&) = 61 V?, -q2 = Im(&) = - 613, we obtain 
q= -piti 
and 
;sfi W%P-Pz)+l-n*)1+3(P-P2) 
[ 
z- (q--Q) =O 1 
which is a branch, H say, of a hyperbola with asymptote 
q=(p-p&v% 
(9) 
We deform the path of integration in (8) first from 0 to &, following (9) and from Sz to 
m.erni6 along H. It is easy to check that the first integration does not contribute to (8) and it 
remains to compute the second one (h decreases from S2 to X.e’n’6). 
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Let U* = k-h(s) (real along H) and y = S2 - S. We obtain 
u*=y*[--W3+iy] 
from which it follows, by Lagrange Theorem, that sufficiently near Sz, y possess an expansion 
where nb, is the coefficient of J ‘I- ’ in the expansion of [ - Si”3 + iy) -“” in powers of y (8) 
becomes: 
f(x)- - Im e-T”? 3(& --Y)~ r3 
[ 1 -2 du. 
After some tedious calculations, we obtain the following first two terms in the asymptotic 
expansion of f(x), x 4 0 
f(x)-exp[2a:l(27x2)][8( --~,)~“/(8lX5)+65( -~,)~‘*/(27x~)+ . . . 1. 
This expansion is valid for xSO.20 with relative error GO.01. Analogously, we obtain the 
following first term in the expansion of F(x) (details are omitted), valid forxS0.50, with relative 
error SO.01 
F(x)-exp[24z:l(27x2)]2( -u,)~‘*/(~x~) xl0 
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